## Module Code
BST3002C

## Module Title
Consulting Skills for Transformational Leaders

## Description
Are you dreaming of joining one of the world’s preeminent management consulting firms? Would you like to master the toughest intellectual challenges of organizations in a wide variety of industries and countries? If your answer is a resounding "yes", then you need to develop exceptional competencies in problem-solving, communication, and leadership. In this course, you will learn how to perform issue analyses, develop and choose creative options, communicate your solutions effectively, lead yourself, and energize others to implement your transformational blueprints.

## Module Credit
4

## Workload
3-0-0-0-7

+ **Workload Components**: A-B-C-D-E
  
  - A: no. of lecture hours per week
  - B: no. of tutorial hours per week
  - C: no. of lab hours per week
  - D: no. of hours for projects, assignments, fieldwork etc per week
  - E: no. of hours for preparatory work by a student per week